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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

Welcome to Costa Rica! A long the past two years our Chamber is been working hard in the promotion of our country as a friendly destination for LGBTIQ people by preparing the touristic product awareness every property one by one. This work is very important to do before we receive the LGBTIQ tourist. More and more companies, hotels and tour operators are becoming LGBTIQ friendly by understanding the needs of our community internationally. As a chamber is our duty to defend the human rights of every visitor that decide kindly to visit Costa Rica, therefore our aim is to provide with knowledge to all our affiliates about the LGBTIQ people, so that they learn how to approach and how to meet and greet everyone.

Our chamber teamed up in the last year with several institutions and organizations in Costa Rica such as United Nations, ACNUR, ACOPROT, Wellness Costa Rica Association, PANIAMOR Foundation, among others like hotel chains, travel agencies, tour operators, DMC’s airlines in order to guarantee that every LGBTIQ person will not be discriminate under any circumstances. The effort was made as part of our commitment with the sustainable development goals with the main goal is to eradicated poverty, discrimination, gender equality, inequality among others. Also as part of our affirmative actions with the society, our chamber has signed The Code of Conduct for the Protection of Children and Adolescents from Commercial Sexual Exploitation in Business and Tourism, with the commitment to prevent sexual exploitation of children and adolescents in all our destinations within the country. The Code of Conduct is an initiative of the World Tourism Organization (WTO) joining the tourism private sector and the children’s rights non-governmental organization ECPAT, aiming to prevent sexual exploitation of children at tourism destinations. In Costa Rica, The Code of Conduct is a project of the tourist industry that is supported by Paniamor Foundation together with the Costarican Tourism Board.

From our Board of directors and our members we want to welcome you to Costa Rica, we want you to #TRAVEL, #ENJOY, #RESPECT. See and explore our destinations, enjoy all the experiences in contact with nature, enjoy our people, our culture, our gastronomy, learn from us and let us learn the good things from you, share your culture. We all are part of the Diversity!
WE ARE COSTA RICA

Costa Rica has proven to be a concentrated nation, distinguished by the value of what we create: innovation, sustainability and competitiveness set us apart.

Costa Rica is a country located in Central America that is ranked as one of the most visited international destinations. One of Costa Rica’s main sources of income is tourism, therefore education, infrastructure, security and customer service are very important factors that we take seriously. Costa Rica is a democratic and peaceful country and it has not had an army since the year 1949.

Although the country is small and it covers only 0.03 percent of the surface of the globe, it proudly shelters 5 percent of the existing biodiversity in the entire world. Twenty-six percent of the country is composed of conservation and natural protected territory.

Costa Rica is also an attractive country for investment and offers great potential for the establishment of important multinational companies, thanks to the outstanding academic level of its population, as well as the high standard of modern services and social and political stability.
"Barefoot Luxury"

The only adults-exclusive boutique hotel in Manuel Antonio, Costa Rica nestled between the tropical rainforest and the Pacific Ocean.
WHAT SET US APART
IN THE REGION:

HUMAN RIGHTS

Discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation is not specifically prohibited by the constitution of Costa Rica. As a result, in 1998 the Supreme Court (Sala IV) clarified gay rights by extending full civil protection to gays and lesbians. In that same year, the Assembly passed Article 48, General Law 7771 making anyone who discriminated on the basis of sexual orientation subject to a fine or jail term of up to two months.

Two years ago, the Vice President of Costa Rica Ana Helena Chacon led a consultation process with the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, based in Costa Rica, to clarify whether Costa Rican legislation related to sexual orientation and gender identity is aligned with the American Convention on human rights which the country is part of. This first consultation aims to determine if the procedure established for the name change according to sexual identity, respects the convention. The court unanimously resolved that states must ensure that people interested in rectifying the gender annotation or, if applicable, mentions of sex, change their name, adapt their image in the registers and in the identity documents of conformity with your gender identity.

The second resolution, due to a consultation by the government of Luis Guillermo Solís, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (Inter-American Court of Human Rights) ordered Costa Rica to guarantee to same-sex couples all existing rights in the legislation, including the right to marriage, without any discrimination.

The order extends to the 20 states in Latin America that recognize the contentious jurisdiction of the Court.

Unanimously, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights ruled: "The State must recognize and guarantee all rights deriving from a family bond between persons of the same sex, in accordance with the provisions of Articles 11.2 and 17.1 of the American Convention on Human Rights and in the terms established in paragraphs 200 to 218."
More than a year after a controversial decision of the Interamerican Court of Human Rights, the date for the legalization of equal marriage in Costa Rica has already been set: May 26th, 2020.

Marriage between same-sex couples will then take over, after an hard road begining January 2018, which will make Costa Rica the first Central American country to legalize the union between LGBTQ people.

On January 9th, 2018, Costa Rica was notified by the Court of its response to a request for an advisory opinion made in May 2016 by the Costa Rican authorities. The request was related to the rights of same-sex couples about the best way to guarantee changes in gender identity on the part of the Costa Rican State.

This sparked a general controversy that affected the national elections of 2018, and defined the triumph of the current President of Costa Rica, Carlos Alvarado, aligned in favor of LGBTQ rights and the advisory opinion of the international Court.

On August 8th 2018, the Costa Rica’s Constitutional Chamber declared the unconstitutionality actions filed against the Family Code that prevented same-sex marriage filed by LGBTQ activists and couples.

After weeks of discussion, on November 26th 2018 the magistrates endorsed the unions, with a term of 18 months for the entry into force of the decision. In the sentence, the magistrates declared unconstitutional articles that prevent the marriage and the de facto union between people of the same sex, but left the norms in force for 18 months for the Congress to legislate on the matter. If within that period (May 26th, 2020) the Congress does not approve any law that enables equal marriage, the two norms will be automatically repealed.
At least five laws of the country must be reformed for the entry into force of equal marriage: Labor Code, Criminal Procedure Code, Law on the Penalization of Violence against Women, among others, must be reviewed to guarantee equality.

In recent years, Costa Rica has made progress in the rights of the LGBTI population as, for example, last May the Supreme Electoral Tribunal amended a regulation to allow name change by self-perceived gender identity and eliminate the indication of the sex of birth on ID cards.

Other advances in recent years include changes in regulations to guarantee same-sex couples family social insurance, the pension for death and hospital visits for partners.

The process of change towards equal marriage has already begun, and this very year the first wedding fair dedicated to the community, Boda Pride LGTBI 2019, took place, supported by the Costa Rica Diverse Chamber of Commerce.

The economic potential that this represents for companies and entrepreneurs in Costa Rica is enormous, if we consider the data from the study Consumption With Pride, which indicates that the LGBTIQ population far exceeds heterosexuals in terms of e-commerce or electronic commerce. The document showed that 63% compared to 55%, the LGBTIQ community consumes more, a difference coming from people, mostly young homosexuals.
GAY TRAVEL IN COSTA RICA

Costa Rica is probably the most gay-popular tourist destination in Central America, with San José and Quepos being the most popular destinations for the LGBTI community. There is a vibrant gay nightlife in San José consisting of discos, bars, nightclubs, and cafés.

There are several hotels that advertise themselves as gay-friendly or gay-owned. Some gay-friendly travel agencies create trips especially for gay travelers that highlight these hotels.

The Pacific coast town of Quepos (Manuel Antonio National Park) is one of several beach destinations with gay-owned or gay-friendly hotels and businesses. The Fortuna area (Arenal Volcano) is becoming increasingly known as a gay-friendly destination.
Nos esforzamos para que, cuando viajes en Costa Rica, sea con TRANQUILIDAD · CONFIANZA · SEGURIDAD · LIBERTAD

Siéntete viajero

TODO EN VUELOS, HOSPEDAJES, TOURS, TRANSFERS, CRUCEROS, CIRCUITOS, AUTOS, EVENTOS Y MÁS

Escríbenos a viajesinclusivos@vemsa.travel
Llámanos al (+506) 4200-3900 ext. 3968

¡Síguenos!  
Facebook: /vemstravel
Instagram: vemstravel
For Those Who Seek Adventure

RIOS TROPICALES IS THE PERFECT CHOICE

Enjoy a multi day adventure, taming the mighty Pacuare river with world-class II-IV rapids and experience an authentic Costa Rican adventure surrounded by nature in our fully equipped Eco Lodge, one of the Top 5 Whitewater rafting Lodges in the world.

See you on the river!

+506 2233-6455
info@riostropicales.com
BREATHE REJUVENATE GET INSPIRED

Immerse yourself in Costa Rica’s culture and pristine natural beauty
Discover your Andaz.

>>>andazpapagayo.com  +506 2690 1234  RESERVATIONS.PAPAGAYO@ANDAZ.COM
A CRADLE OF HUMAN TALENT FOR THOSE WHO SEEK THE VALUE OF EXCELLENCE

We are proud, educated people who embrace challenges, learn rapidly and welcome opportunities. A nation governed in peace with a solid long-standing democracy that stands behind health, education and the pursuit of self-development.

A TREASURE OF BIODIVERSITY

Costa Rica encompasses only 0.03% of the world's surface, but is the home of 5% of Earth's biodiversity. The country has many different kinds of forests, from the dry ones in the southern Pacific to the famous rain forests of Monteverde, making it a breathing live lab.

5% OF EARTH’S BIODIVERSITY

In just 0.03% of the world’s surface! A true living, breathing laboratory offering the right conditions for R&D. Our thriving Life Sciences Sector is living proof of that.

26% OF OUR TERRITORY IS PROTECTED LAND

Nature has been our heritage and even the batteries our country’s energy supply. We want to make sure it continues that way for generations to come.

3 Coolest Places

UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITES

The coolest places ever: Coco’s Island National Park, Guanacaste Conservation Area, and Talamanca Range - La Amistad Reserves.
THE CODE OF CONDUCT THAT SAFEGUARDS
THE PROTECTION OF CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS

Our chamber teamed up in the last year with several institutions and organizations in Costa Rica such as United Nations, ACNUR, ACOPROT, Wellness Costa Rica Association, PANIAMOR among others like hotel chains, travel agencies, tour operator, DMC’s, airlines in order to guarantee that every LGBTIQ person will not be discriminate under any circumstances. The effort was made as part of our commitment with the sustainable development goals with the main goal is to eradicated poverty, discrimination, gender equality, inequality among others.

Also as part of our affirmative actions with the society our chamber has signed the code of conduct for the protection of children and adolescents from commercial sexual exploitation in business and tourism, with the commitment to prevent sexual exploitation of children and adolescents in all our destinations within the country. The code of conduct for the protection of children from sexual exploitation in travel and tourism is an initiative of The World Tourism Organization (WTO) joining the tourism private sector and the children’s rights non-governmental organization ECPAT, aiming to prevent sexual exploitation of children at tourism destinations. In Costa Rica, the code of conduct is a project of the tourist industry that is supported by the Paniamor foundation together with the costa rican tourism board.

*In Costa Rica, the Code of Conduct is a project of the tourist industry that is supported by the Costa Rican Institute of Tourism (ICT) and the Paniamor Foundation*

**For more information:**
E-mail: maria.leiton@ict.go.cr
promoción@paniamor.org
Tel: (506) 2299-5979 or (506) 2234-2993 ext. 106.
BODA PRIDE
COSTA RICA
La feria de bodas LGTBI+ más grande de Centroamérica y el Caribe

facebook / Instagram: @bodapridelgtbicr
njmunoz@grupocasas.com
(+506) 4000-1222

2020

WWW.BODAPRIDE.COM
Costa Rica LGBTIQ Trade Mission 2019

W HOTEL, GUANACASTE, COSTA RICA
SEPTEMBER 17-20, 2019
Por fin una productora de eventos inclusiva.

BTL
CONCIERTOS
BODAS
PUBLICIDAD
PLANNING
LOGISTICA
MEDIA

Fall in love.
(506)7178 9271 • stereolovecr@gmail.com
There's no better place and no better time for two life rivers to interwine.
THE MOST ROMANTIC AND SECRET PLACE TO LOVE

Enjoy together a quiet, natural, and beautiful PARADISE Beachfront!

Reservations/Events: +(506) 2779 9772/ +(506) 2779 9671 - info@cocomarhotel.com
Visit us: Palo Seco Beach, Parrita, Costa Rica

WWW.COCOMARHOTEL.COM

COCOMAR
BEACHFRONT HOTEL • COSTA RICA
ADULT ONLY BOUTIQUE ESCAPE IN COSTA RICA.
Casa Chameleon is vacation as it should be: a warm welcome, rich privacy, authentic experiences, and endless adventure.
Two destinations for the perfect romantic escape...
Casa Chameleon *at Las Catalinas* & Casa Chameleon *at Mal Pais*

Reservations: info@casachameleonhotels.com // www.casachameleonhotels.com
Toll free from USA & Canada 1 888 705 0274 // Local number +506 2288 2879 // Travel agents welcome
Experts at making people happy!
#TRAVEL #ENJOY #RESPECT

Mardigi Tours
Is committed to promote
the human rights
respect

Land tours
Hiking and National Parks
Bird watching
Cultural activities
Aquatic tours

Mardigi Tours

CÁMARA DE COMERCIO DIVERSA COSTA RICA
esencial COSTA RICA
tripadvisor
WIFI
www.MardigiTours.com

+506 8303 7060 - 8886 9136
DESCUBRA COSTA RICA con Adobe Rent a Car
Confiable. Puntual. Profesional

DISCOVER COSTA RICA with Adobe Rent a Car
Trustworthy. Flexible. Professional

GPS
GPS rental

Wi-Fi
Portable Hotspot

Celular
Phone

Asistencia en Carretera
Roadside assistance

16 oficinas
16 offices

info@adobecar.com
www.adobecar.com
The Best of the Best

Includes:

- 200 USD daily credit for food and beverages.
- 100 USD daily spa credit (for massages only).
- Complimentary use of kids club, gym, sauna and steam room.
- Complimentary Wi-Fi and Parking.
- Free Shuttle to Hacienda Pinilla Beach Club.

Rates starting at

Green Season
From $419 + 13% Tax per room, per night
May 1st - Nov 30th 2019

Golden Season
From $603 + 13% Tax per room, per night
January 2nd - April 30th 2019

Bookings:

Email: sjojwreservations@R-HR.com
US Phone: 1.888.236.2427 | Overseas: +1.888.236.2427
Marriott.com/SJOJW Booking Code CDIV2019

Terms & Conditions: Double occupancy. Additional person charge 40 USD + tax per night. Deluxe Garden View room, King bed. Cannot be combined with other promotions. Not available for groups of 10 and more. Restrictions may apply. Credits are non-cumulative. Other restrictions may apply. Resort fee of $30 dollars will apply per day per room.
Located in the most exclusively and quiet part of Tamarindo beach.

Now a proud member of the Diversity Chamber of Commerce of Costa Rica, promoting us as a respectful hotel of diversity and love.

Pictures by @sambatothesea

Tamarindo, Costa Rica • ph (+56) 2653 0075 • info@hotelcapitansuizo.com
REAL NATURE.
real fun.

Aerial Tram  Zip Line  Nature Trail

TAPIRUS LODGE
BRAULIO CARRILLO

+506 2224-5961  Whatsapp 8527-5282  sales.cr@rainforestadventure.com
Natural Expert Travel

Especialistas en hacer de tu viaje la mejor vivencia!!
Specialists in making your trip the best experience!!

Siéntete en familia con nosotros!!
Feel in family with us!!

- Info@naturaletravel.com
- natural expert travel
- 506 2591 9727
- naturalexpert
- 506 85179596
- naturaletravel.com
Dining and romance at their finest - a luxurious Victorian Boutique Hotel in the heart of San Jose.

San José, Costa Rica
www.hotelgranodeoro.com
info@hotelgranodeoro.com
(506) 2255-3322
NEW SENSATIONS FOR
YOUR EXPERIENCE

WWW.INTERCONTINENTAL.COM/SANJOSE  |  TEL 2208-2100
AUTOPISTA PRÓSPERO FERNÁNDEZ, ESCAZÚ, SAN JOSÉ, COSTA RICA.

IGLTA
International Gay & Lesbian Travel Association

Live the InterContinental life.
Costa Rica
Pride Coffee

Drink Coffee with love,
Drink Coffee with pride.
Costa Rica
Your Travel design experts
Rural Community
Tourism
MARo
Experiences
Travel Agency
Memories that last...
Representing:
- Cedrela Ecolodge - Tierra Amiga
- Toura Vida - San Francisco de Asis Farm
- Zapotal de Miramar - Zompopas Trails
- Zanja Negra Farm - Hacienda Monte Claro
- Cafetería Privilegios - Juanilama Reserve
- Las Tablitas Hotel- Miradas Arenal Hotel

www.maroeXperiences.com Mobile: 506 85501386
reservations@maroeXperiences.com
DERMATOLOGÍA

- Tratamiento del Acne
- Enfermedades de la piel y uñas
- Cáncer de la piel
- Electrocirugía
- Enfermedades del cabello
- Transplante de pelo
- Botox y rellenos
- Tratamiento con microagujas

J.E. López Castro,
MD Dermatólogo U.C.R.

MED SPA

- Tratamiento de Rejuvenecimiento del cabello / cuero cabelludo facials
- RF Tratamiento
- Dermaplaning
- Depilación
- IPL Tratamiento
- Maquillaje profesional

Larry MCDONALD
Esteticista Médico

+506 2221 - 9494  
Dermo Karma Medical Spa

Clinica Diagnóstica Médico Av. 2 Calles 20 y 22, San José, Costa Rica 10101
Wild Life Observation Boat Tour & Guanacaste Cultural Tasting Experience at Hacienda El Viejo

A unique Rum Experience is coming in January 2019

DIVERSITY IS LOVE

CONTACT INFO:
Info@elviejowetlands.com
Tel: +(506) 2296-0966 / 8709-1507
www.elviejowetlands.com
Refugio Nacional de Vida Silvestre El Viejo Filadelfia, Guanacaste.
MANAGING DIVERSITY, A KEY MOVEMENT FOR COMPANIES

According to several sources, homophobia is expensive: it costs society around $100 billion annually. How to avoid the cost of such discrimination?

Managing diversity is a corporate commitment that must be undertaken with great responsibility if we want to maintain sustainable growth in the new socioeconomic order, to be more attractive as a company, retain human talent, generate customer loyalty and empathy with potential buyers and sellers.

The Seal of Diversity Management is a licensing process created by the Costa Rica Diverse Chamber of Commerce to recognize efforts in the development of inclusive commercial and social relations, and boost microeconomics with respect for diversity and human rights.

The Chamber have developed this diversity management program to measure a process that guides corporate, commercial and tourist companies, and provides multiple benefits to the organization, its employees and clients.

With the Seal we seek to create a safe and inclusive environment for all people, through the commitment of companies to provide security and tranquility to various populations, including employees of a company, as well as tourists visiting Costa Rica.

The Seal is aimed to build a large network of inclusive providers, increasing productivity through inclusion, and collaborating with the Responsible Competitiveness Index.

The basic principles of the Seal are inclusiveness, non-discrimination and economic empowerment, and are based on globally recognized indices by the Yogyakarta Principles, UN Sustainable Development Goals and the work of US based Human Rights Campaign (HRC).

The impact network we hope to generate includes not only the organizations that participate but also suppliers, customers, local communities and the government itself.

"With the Seal we want to provoke a social change that feels. From the generation of reflection processes in the personnel of a company, to establishing the Seal as part of the added value for a company to be a supplier of the government, the Chamber seeks to transform the society in which we live," said Julio César Calvo, President of the CCDCR."
Mistico
Arenal Hanging Bridges Park

A spiritual connection

+ INFO: (506) 2479 8282 | info@misticopark.com | www.misticopark.com
Let your love
be surrounded by
the magic of nature

www.hotelbelmar.net
Monteverde, Costa Rica.
We embrace your rights

www.elcabogados.com
(506) 2280-1616 • email: info@elcabogados.com
Villa Caletas

Celebrate your Love Close to Heaven

Luxury  Private  Exclusive

Central Pacific – Costa Rica – Info: +(506) 2257-3653  sales@villacaletas.com
www.villacaletas.com  www.zephyrpalace.com
Bodas Boutique

“Todos tenemos derecho a ser felices, por eso pregúntele por nuestros exclusivos paquetes de bodas y lunas de miel, en un mágico e íntimo lugar, rodeado de exuberantes montañas donde las exóticas bosques tropicales, abrazan ese día tan especial”

Turrialba - Costa Rica

+(506)2531-11-11

info@hotelcasaturire.com

www.hotelcasaturire.com
The Best Way To Enjoy Costa Rica!

GET IN TOUCH:
info@gaycostarica.com
WWW.GAYCOSTARICA.COM
Here are 10 reasons to choose Costa Rica for your dental care:

1. If you live in the United States or Canada, traveling to Costa Rica is relatively quick, cheap and simple.
2. You can plan your vacation and enjoy beautiful beaches, rainforest and volcanos while getting your teeth looked after.
3. You can save anywhere from 40-70% of what you’d pay in the U.S.
4. Costa Rica has a National College of Dental Surgeons and all dentists must be registered in order to get a license. The College also keeps records of dentists’ qualifications, specialties and training, this information can be found online.
5. There are many dentists in Costa Rica that speak English, communication and clarity with what you need won’t be a problem.
6. Dentists in Costa Rica undergo at least 5 years of college and a large number travel to other countries after graduation to get training in different specialties from universities like Boston and Harvard.
7. Clinics like Dental Pluss offer state of the art technology that will guarantee a better and more comfortable service.
8. You can find specialists in pretty much all areas of odontology.
9. There are many hotels to choose from in all parts of the country it just takes doing some research and picking the right option for you. Also we offer you hotel packages and a list to choose.
10. Dental care in Costa Rica is regarded for being of very high quality, our dental clinic offer a lifetime guarantee.

www.dentalpluss.net

Phone CR
(+506)2100-9662
(+506)2100-9664

Phone US
(+1)786-9558909

WhatsApp
(+506)8719-1958

@ dentalplusscr
@dentalpluss
@dentalplusscr
Where art meets magic
Live without labels, love with freedom.

@Palaciolignac  Palacio Principe De Lignac Boutique Hotel  palaciolignac@yahoo.com
+506 6058-9431
San José, Costa Rica
Costa Rica
Go for the FUN ADVENTURE!

Aventuras del Sarapiquí

www.sarapiqui.com
Tel: (506) 2766-6768
2766-5100
8866-3823
aventuras@sarapiqui.com
johana@sarapiqui.com

Sarapiquí River
ZIP LINE • MTB • RAFTING • KAYAK • SAFARI-FLOATING
TUBING • CANOE TRIP • HORSEBACK • HIKING
Fall in love with life's simplest pleasures

Disconnect yourself to find a deeper connection with nature

Located on Poas Volcano's route, at Freddo you can enjoy a delicious cup of Costa Rica's best coffee, savor typical dishes, taste our famous strawberries and walk next to the most beautiful hummingbirds you've ever seen at our Hummingbirds' Gallery.

Bring home a piece of paradise taking with you our delicious frozen products.

Find joy in life's most effortless details. Freddo - The power of simplicity.
#Challenge Yourself...

Desafio Adventure Co.

@DesafioCR

www.desafiocostarica.com
Services
Advice on the design of your furniture
Furniture manufacturing
Design of 3D
Housing finishes
Cook table
Closet
Bureau

Quotation without additional cost

estudiopmasp@gmail.com
2236-7319 8897-7077